the Huntington
at King Farm

By Joe Bousquin ■ Contributing Editor, Broadband Communities

This month, Broadband Communities showcases The Huntington at King Farm, which Verizon retrofitted with fiber to
bring FiOS services to more than 800 units. Our thanks to Henry Pye, Velocity Advisory Services, and Cliff Lee, Verizon
Enhanced Communities, for their assistance in preparing this feature.
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ocated in one of the nation’s only
housing markets not to have gone
belly up during the real estate
bust, The Huntington at King Farm
had to stay competitive in the amenities
race to continue commanding premium
rents for its luxury apartments. This
Greystar-managed community in the
heart of Rockville, Md., just steps from
the Shady Grove Metro station, faces
two conditions that are unusual in today’s economy – the Washington, D.C.,
area’s relatively healthy job market and
a strong for-sale housing market that
makes renting a more affordable option,
even for an upwardly mobile clientele.
Because the community had only a
single provider delivering service to its
836 units, The Huntington’s managers
wanted to provide an additional option:
a fiber optic Internet connection that
could get its young professional clientele online fast. Through a partnership
with Verizon Enhanced Communities,
and with consulting and design help
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from Carrollton, Texas-based RealPage
Velocity Advisory Services, the property
can now boast Verizon FiOS services in
addition to Comcast’s Xfinity offering.
The task wasn’t easy. Given The
Huntington’s sheer size and some challenging between-wall attic drops, engineers had to work the better part of six
months before residents could see the
light. However, by using a combination of ordinary single-family optical
network terminals (ONTs) and newer
desktop-mounted ONTs, Verizon was
able to reach every corner of the community, no matter how far-flung.
The effort seems to have paid off, as
FiOS headed toward double-digit take
rates in the first month. The fiber optic

option appears to be something many
residents have wanted for a while – and
something that might just keep them
staying put.
Vital Statistics
Property Description: Offering suburban living with an urban feel, The
Huntington at King Farm is located at 801 Elmcroft Boulevard
in Rockville, Md. The community
features luxury amenities and spacious one-, two-, and three-bedroom
floor plans. Designed for a community lifestyle, many of the homes
offer vaulted ceilings, crown molding, gourmet kitchens and garden
tubs as well as washers and dryers.
Residents can experience resort-style
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living with two modern fitness centers, two community club houses, a
private conference center, a car care
center and much more.
Greenfield or retrofit? Retrofit
Number of units: 836, all residential
Style: Mixture of townhomes and midrise, four-floor apartment buildings
Percent of units occupied: 96%
Time to deploy: Construction started in
December 2010 and finished in July
2011. The length of time was due to
the complexity and the mixture of
unit layouts and floor plans, among
other issues.
Date services started being delivered:
July 31, 2011
Technology
How is fiber distributed to the buildings?
Because of the size of the property
and the number of living units, four
fiber distribution hubs are required
to feed this property. A buried-path
design is used, with a fiber distribution terminal (FDT) serving each
building. For certain types of buildings, FDTs are mounted on the
exterior, either on the back or side;
for other building types, FDTs are
mounted inside utility closets.
How is fiber distributed inside buildings?
On each building with an exteriormounted FDT, microducts exit the
FDT and enter the attic through the
soffit via external vertical downspout
molding. For aesthetic reasons and
per the customer’s request, the new
downspout moldings were placed as
close as possible to existing downspouts. Each microduct contains a
single fiber drop. The microducts/
fiber drops travel through the attic,
and one descends into each living
unit.
For each building with an interiormounted FDT, microducts travel up
through a natural riser formed by
the stacked utility closets, branch off
into units on each floor, travel across
the attic and come back down a second riser to reach the units on the
other side of the building.

The size and complexity of The Huntington, which
has many different building types and layouts,
was a challenge for the network designers.
Because of the complexity of
some of the living-unit designs, the
length of the fiber drops and the care
that was taken to mount the exterior
FDTs as inconspicuously as possible
behind shrubs or other landscaping,
the fiber drops were installed at the
time of interior path construction.
Fiber drops were terminated at
ONTs in HVAC balcony closets or
in master bedroom closets or were
fished down the wall between the
living room and master bedroom to
a blank wall plate.
What FTTH technology is used? GPON
What type of equipment is used? AlcatelLucent’s fiber-to-the-home solution,
including a mix of single-family-unit
exterior ONTs and desktop ONTs.
How did you deal with wiring and plug
access within the units? Desktop
ONTs were placed on the short walls
in the living areas. In some units, the
wall between the master bedroom
and living room was fished from the
attic above.
Have you provided wireless signals within
units? Both providers include wireless routers with their broadband
products. A wireless router is provided as part of the standard equip-

ment when residents subscribe for
FiOS Internet service.
Services
Does the property have triple-play services?
All buildings have two triple-play
providers, Comcast and Verizon.
Are there technology amenities beyond the
triple play? There is complimentary
Wi-Fi in the amenity area.
Who is the wireless service provider?
Verizon.
How did the community set up the dual
choice capabilities? The infrastructures
are separate. Comcast has a coaxial
home-run infrastructure with the demarc point on the side of each building. Verizon has a fiber infrastructure
with an ONT in each living area.
Who provides support? If residents have an
issue or technical challenge, whom do
they call? Verizon and Comcast provide support for all technical challenges or questions regarding the
services. Customers who subscribe
to Verizon FiOS services may contact Verizon’s Fiber Solution Center
by phone for 24-hour tech support.
They also have several options for
online support, including live chat
and automated virtual agents.

Property of the Month Highlights
The Huntington at King Farm
• 800+-unit residential community in the Washington, D.C.,
metro area
• Retrofitted for FiOS services in 2011 based on design by Velocity
Advisory Services
• FTTH equipment from Alcatel-Lucent with a mix of indoor and
outdoor ONTs
• Option of triple-play services from Comcast or Verizon, both of
which have marketing agreements with the community
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Who handles billing and collection? Both
Comcast and Verizon bill their customers directly and are responsible
for collection.
How are the services marketed, and by
whom? The community has marketing agreements with both Verizon and Comcast, which include
providing information on the services available. Verizon services are
marketed through an assigned Verizon account manager. Marketing
includes on-site events, direct mail,
door hanging and collateral placement. The property also partnered
to include marketing brochures in
residents’ move-in packages.

In one building design, fiber travels in microducts from the FDT on the side of the building through
the balcony closets, across the attic and then down into individual units.

Business
Who owns the network? The community
owns only the wiring internal to
each unit.
Are services included in the rent? If not,
what was the initial take rate? FiOS
services are offered on a retail basis
at this property, so the residents directly order and pay for the services

themselves; services are not included
in the property’s amenities package. The property appears on track
to reach double-digit penetration
within its first 30 days open for sale,
even before any official on-site property events have been held by Verizon. (The first on-site Verizon event
was scheduled for September 27.)

What has the return been on this implementation, in dollars or otherwise?
The goal is to offer the most comprehensive service and technology
to residents. At The Huntington at
King Farm, this includes Comcast
Xfinity and Verizon FiOS.
Onsite Experience/
Lessons Learned
The following answers were provided by
Henry Pye, Velocity Advisory Services.
What was the biggest challenge? The biggest challenge was coordinating the
various building types, public rightsof-way and sheer number of units for
a community of this size.
We also waited for the deployment of the desktop ONTs. There
were various design challenges with
using the standard single-familyunit ONT design for this community. For example, existing coaxial
and twisted copper cables were not
linked to a central location in each
unit, so reaching the living area and
master bedroom would have been
difficult without completely rewiring each unit. The desktop ONT
allowed Verizon to overcome these
challenges.
What was the biggest success? Residents
now have a choice between two of
the best providers of converged services in the D.C. area.

One of many diverse apartment designs in The Huntington at King Farm. In this design, fiber had to
be fished down the wall between the living/dining room and the bedroom.
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What would you say to communities that
want to deploy a similar network?
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lenges. The on-site team members
are valuable resources throughout
the process.
How did the vendor interact with residents during installation? Were there
any guidelines or requests from the
community over limiting residents’
pain points during installation? Verizon, Velocity and Greystar agreed on
all aspects of the design and scheduling to ensure that operations went as
smoothly as possible.

(Left) In some buildings, FDTs and microducts are indoors in utility closets. (Right) In other buildings,
FDTs and downspout moldings were placed outdoors, next to existing downspouts.

What issues should they consider before they get started? When rewiring

a community, spend the necessary
time to review all options and chal-

Get it while it’s HOT!
The all new HDbridge line Encoding System

What is the property manager’s perspective
on this installation? Has it been a success? What has been the response from
residents? The installation process
was long; however, it was worth the
time and effort on both sides. The
management team and Verizon were
in communication daily to complete
the tasks with minimal disruptions.
Now, after the construction is finished, Verizon remains in contact
with the management team to ensure smooth FiOS activation. v

The HDbridge offers HD
MPEG-2 encoding and
clear-QAM modulation for
frequency agile digital channel
creation and broadcast over
existing coax wiring.
FEATURES:
• 8 channels of HD encoding in 6RU of
rackspace
• Component video input, QAM output
• 1080i, 720p,& 480 i/p modules available
• Closed caption capable
• Includes RF combiner and ampliﬁcation

For more information, call 888.293.5856 or visit amt.com
3150 SW 15th Street | Deerfield Beach, FL 33442 | 954.427.5711 | sales@amt.com

Multiple Solutions. One Source.
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